Holes
Vocabulary
Chapters 14 - 20

Fill in the missing letters to create a word from the story. Then write the full word on the line. Be sure each word is spelled correctly.

1. _____ g o ____ y
   clue: extreme pain
   ____________________________

2. m ____ i s ____ u ____ e
   clue: a small amount of liquid that makes something wet
   ____________________________

3. d r ____ a ____( )
   clue: a fear that something will happen
   ____________________________

4. ____ r ____ t h ____ d
   clue: to have twisted your body from side to side
   ____________________________

5. ____ h r ____ l ____
   clue: a loud, high-pitch sound
   ____________________________

6. r ____ c ____ ____ e
   clue: to slowly fade away
   ____________________________
Fill in the missing letters to create a word from the story. Then write the full word on the line. Be sure each word is spelled correctly.

1. a g o n y
   Clue: extreme pain
   Word: agony

2. m o i s t u r e
   Clue: a small amount of liquid that makes something wet
   Word: moisture

3. d r e a d
   Clue: a fear that something will happen
   Word: dread

4. w r i t h e d
   Clue: to have twisted your body from side to side
   Word: writhed

5. s h r i l l
   Clue: a loud, high-pitch sound
   Word: shrill

6. r e c e d e
   Clue: to slowly fade away
   Word: recede